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Abstract

In an extension of the Standard Model(SM) based on the ideas of Lee and Wick, Grinstein,

O’Connell and Wise have found an interesting way to remove the usual quadratically divergent

contributions to the Higgs mass induced by radiative corrections. Phenomenologically, the

model predicts the existence of Terascale, negative-norm copies of the usual SM fields with

rather unique properties: ghost-like propagators and negative decay widths, but with otherwise

SM-like couplings. The model is both unitary and causal on macroscopic scales. In this paper

we examine whether or not such states with these unusual properties can be uniquely identified

as such at the LHC. We find that in the extended strong and electroweak gauge boson sector of

the model, which is the simplest one to analyze, such an identification can be rather difficult.

Observation of heavy gluon-like resonances in the dijet channel offers the best hope for this

identification.
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1 Introduction and Background

The mechanism of electroweak symmetry breaking remains mysterious. How does one generate the

masses for the gauge bosons and fermions of the Standard Model(SM) without encountering fine-

tuning and naturalness issues and the associated hierarchy problem? Over the next few years the

ATLAS and CMS experiments at the LHC should begin to probe for answers to these important

questions with potentially surprising results. Meanwhile, it is important for us to examine as

many scenarios as possible which address these problems in order to prepare ourselves for these

long-awaited data.

Recently, Grinstein, O’Connell and Wise(GOW)[1] have extended an old idea based on

higher-derivative theories, due to Lee and Wick(LW)[2], to the SM context in a gauge invariant

way which solves the hierarchy problem, eliminating the quadratic divergence of the Higgs boson

mass that one usually encounters. The essential feature of the GOW construction is the introduction

of negative-normed states into the usual SM Hilbert space, in particular, one new massive degree of

freedom (or one vector-like pair in the fermion case) for each of the conventional SM particles. The

contributions of these exotic new particles to the Higgs mass quadratic divergence then cancels the

SM contribution, partner by partner, leaving only logarithmic terms. For example, in the gauge

sector, the following new fields are introduced: an SU(3)c octet of ‘gluons’, gLW , with mass M3, an

SU(2)L isotriplet of weak bosons, W 0,±
LW , of mass M2 and a heavy U(1)Y hypercharge field, BLW ,

with mass M1. The interactions of these new fields with each other and with the familiar ones of

the SM are given in Ref.[1]; due to naturalness arguments and the present direct[3] and indirect[4]

experimental constraints on the existence of such particles, it is anticipated that their masses must

lie not too far above � 1 TeV. The masses of the LW gauge bosons themselves are found to be

radiatively stable.

While the detailed structure of such a theory raises questions of unitarity, causality and

vacuum stability (which have been at least partially addressed in Ref.[5]), the purpose of the
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present paper is to address a purely phenomenological issue. As long as such states are not too

massive, since their interactions are very similar to those of their conventional SM counterparts,

it is already clear that they will be produced and observed at the LHC based on the results of

other existing analyses[6]. The issue we want to address here is the uniqueness of their production

signatures, i.e., can we tell at the LHC that we have indeed produced these negative-metric LW

fields and not something else? Due to their rather strange and unusual properties, to be discussed

below, it would a priori seem rather straightforward to give an affirmative answer to this question.

However, contrary to such expectations as we will see, it will be not be so easy for the LHC to

uniquely identify such states even in the most optimistically possible experimental situations where

LW gauge boson resonances are produced and large statistical samples are available.

The essential phenomenological features of these new states for our study are straightforward

to summarize and are important to remember in the analysis that follows: (i) the propagators and

decay widths of LW particles have signs which are opposite to those of the familiar SM fields; (ii)

the couplings of LW gauge fields to SM fermions are exactly those of the corresponding SM gauge

fields. (i) and (ii) taken together imply, e.g., that in any process where a conventional and a LW

gauge field are both exchanged between massless SM fermions the amplitude behaves as

∼ i

p2 − M2
SM + iMSMΓSM

− i

p2 − M2
LW + iMLW ΓLW

, (1)

apart from other overall factors. In particular ΓLW < 0 has exactly the same magnitude as would

a heavy copy of the relevant SM gauge field; this is reminicient of the Sequential SM(SSM)[7] or

of flat, TeV-scale extra dimensions where fermions are confined to the origin of the fifth dimension

(apart from an additional numerical factor[8] of
√

2). (iii) The LW fermions can only be pair

produced via the exchange of either SM and/or their LW partner gauge fields. Since these LW

fields are quite heavy with masses in excess of 1 TeV, this will make the LW fermions relatively

difficult to examine in detail at the LHC. (iv) There are no tree-level trilinear couplings between

two SM gauge fields and one LW gauge field. This means, e.g., in the QCD sector of the model
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that there is no gggLW interaction though a ggLW gLW one does exist. This further implies that

a gLW resonance cannot be made in gg collisions. (v) Although there is mixing between the SM

and LW fields, it is generally highly suppressed by mixing angles which scale as θ ∼ M2
SM/M2

LW .

This implies that, e.g., W − WLW mixing is O(10−3) and we will ignore all such effects in the

discussions that follow. (As usual this mixing may be most important in the top quark sector.)

From this discussion it would appear that the cleanest, most accessible channel to discover and

identify new LW states is in the single production of strong and electroweak gauge LW resonances

via qq̄ annihilation and to this we now turn.

2 Analysis

Our first task here is to consider the resonant production of the gauge states W±,0
LW , BLW and gLW

at the LHC. At tree-level this is rather straightforward as, in the absence of mixing (v), their

couplings are exactly the same as SM fields, apart from those important sign differences (i). We

also know which channels to examine: pp → �+�− +X for W 0
LW , BLW , pp → �±Emiss

T +X for W±
LW

and pp → jj + X for gLW .

Let us begin with the production of W±
LW as in this case there is only one new state being

produced, the coupling structure is purely chiral, and we need not concern ourselves with large

QCD backgrounds. As a warm-up let us first remind ourselves of the production properties of a

more typical W ′[9] defining their couplings to the quarks and leptons as

gwk

2
√

2
Vff ′C�,q

i f̄ γμ(1 − hiγ5)f ′W μ
i + h.c. , (2)

where gwk is the usual weak coupling, V is the conventional quark or neutrino mixing matrix, C�,q
i

give the strength of the quark and leptonic couplings of the charged gauge boson, Wi, with helicity

hi. For the SM W , C�,q, h = 1. Following the notation given in[9], the inclusive pp → W+
i →
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�+ν + X differential cross section can then be written as ‡

dσ

dτ dy dz
= K

G2
F M4

W

48π

∑
qq′

|Vqq′ |2
[
SG+

qq′(1 + z2) + 2AG−
qq′z

]
, (3)

where K is an approximate numerical factor that accounts for NLO and NNLO QCD corrections[10]

which is roughly of order � 1.3, τ = M2/s, with M2 being the lepton pair invariant mass and

z = cos θ∗, the center of mass frame scattering angle. Here,

S =
∑
ij

Pij(CiCj)�(CiCj)q(1 + hihj)2 (4)

A =
∑
ij

Pij(CiCj)�(CiCj)q(hi + hj)2 ,

where the sums extend over all of the exchanged Wi in the s-channel. We employ the notation

Pij = ŝ
(ŝ − M2

i )(ŝ − M2
j ) + ΓiΓjMiMj

[(ŝ − M2
i )2 + Γ2

i M
2
i ][i → j]

, (5)

with ŝ = M2 being the square of the total collision energy and Γi the total widths of the exchanged

Wi particles; note that Pij is symmetric in its indices. Furthermore, the following combinations of

parton distribution functions appear:

G±
qq′ =

[
q(xa,M

2)q̄′(xb,M
2) ± q(xb,M

2)q̄′(xa,M
2)] , (6)

where q(q′) is a u(d)−type quark and xa,b =
√

τe±y are the corresponding parton density func-

tions(PDFs). In most cases one usually converts the distribution over z above into one over the

transverse mass, MT , formed from the final state lepton and the missing transverse energy associ-

ated with the neutrino; at fixed M , one has z = (1 − M2
T /M2)1/2. The resulting transverse mass

‡Note that analogous expressions can also be written in the case of W−
i exchange by taking z → −z and inter-

changing initial state quarks and anti-quarks in what appears below.
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distribution can then be written as

dσ

dMT
=

∫ 1

M2
T /s

dτ

∫ Y

−Y
dy J(z → MT )

dσ

dτ dy dz
, (7)

where Y = min(ycut,−1/2 log τ) allows for a rapidity cut on the outgoing leptons and J(z → MT )

is the appropriate Jacobian factor[11]. In practice, ycut � 2.5 for the two LHC detectors. Note that

dσ
dMT

will only pick out the z-even part of dσ
dτ dy dz as well as the even combination of terms in the

product of the parton densities, G+
qq′ so that for our discussion it is sufficient to focus solely on the

quantity S.

So far we have been quite general but have had in mind a more conventional W ′ that one

usually encounters; what happens in the case of WLW ? As in the SM and SSM cases, one finds

that C�,q
LW , hLW = 1 but here Γ(WLW ) = −Γ(WSSM) is negative. Furthermore, due to the new

relative minus sign between the the W and WLW propagators, the first, width-independent term in

the numerator of PSM,LW is of opposite sign to that found in PSM,SSM . It also important to notice

that PSSM,SSM = PLW,LW ; this tells us that measurements made near MT � M or calculations

based on the Narrow Width Approximation can never distinguish these two cases. However, in the

W −WLW interference region, we are assured that the LW model cross section will differ from that

obtained in the SSM case due to the additional relative minus signs.

Let us now compare the transverse mass distribution produced by WLW with several more

conventional W ′ models; to be specific and to have as much statistical power as possible we will

assume that all the W ′ have masses of 1.5 TeV. The results of these calculations are shown in

Fig. 1 where we immediately see that there will be no difficulty in observing the W ′ at the LHC for

any of the cases considered. In this Figure, the red(green) histograms correspond to conventional

W ′ models with C�,q
W ′ = 1, hW ′ = 1(−1) while the blue(cyan) histograms correspond to cases with

C�
W ′ = −Cq

W ′ = 1, hW ′ = 1(−1); the black histogram is the prediction of the LW scenario considered

here. At first glance we see that indeed the LW model is clearly distinguishable from the SSM case
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Figure 1: Transverse mass distributions for W ′ in various models at the LHC assuming a W ′ mass
of 1.5 TeV as described in the text. The upper(lower) panel assumes a luminosity of 10(100) fb−1;
the yellow histogram in both cases is the anticipated SM background. A cut of |η�| < 2.5 has
been applied and the distribution has been smeared by δMT /MT = 2% to simulate the ATLAS
resolution for the electron final state.
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as expected as well as from the Left Right Symmetric Model[12], which has C�,q
W ′ = 1, hW ′ = −1;

it also differs from the C�
W ′ = −Cq

W ′ = 1, hW ′ = −1 scenario which may occur in some models

with extra dimensions. However, the prediction of the LW model and that for the case of C�
W ′ =

−Cq
W ′ = 1, hW ′ = 1 are apparently indistinguishable. The two models do differ in their predictions

algebraically: the term proportional to MW ΓW MW ′ΓW ′ in the numerator of PWW ′, when weighted

with the relevant coupling factors, differs in sign in these two cases. This can be traced back to the

negative decay width of WLW . However the size of this particular term is quite small in comparison

to all others due to the relatively narrow widths of the W and WLW and is essentially impossible

to dig out from the MT distribution.

Is such a conspiratorial model realistic? Consider a 5D, S1/Z2 model of flat, TeV-scale

extra dimensions[8] taking R−1 � 1.5 TeV with leptons located at the origin of the extra dimension,

y = 0, and the quarks localized at y = πR. Such a model has been suggested to avoid proton decay

constraints[13]. Then the lowest W Kaluza-Klein(KK) excitation, due to its 5D wavefunction

∼ cos y/R, is found to have C�
W ′ = −Cq

W ′ =
√

2, hW ′ = 1, which is not very different from the

toy model above. Brane kinetic terms[14] at y = 0, πR can easily reduce the
√

2 →� 1 producing

the above toy model while simultaneously reducing the couplings of the second and higher W KK

states making them difficult to observe. Thus it seems that with not much effort one can construct

an example of a semi-realistic model which is difficult to distinguish from the LW one considered

here, at least in this particular channel.

At this point the reader may say that the reason that the LW and C�
W ′ = −Cq

W ′ = 1, hW ′ = 1

models are apparently indistinguishable is due to the presence of the smeared out Jacobian peak

structure in the MT distribution instead of a true dilepton mass peak which might be much cleaner.

To that end we turn to the case of W 0
LW , BLW production in dilepton pairs; in order to reduce

the number of parameters and to keep the statistics high we will assume that these two states are

degenerate with a mass of 1.5 TeV. Clearly, the situation would be far more difficult to analyze if
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Figure 2: Dilepton pair mass distributions at the LHC for the two models as described in the text.
The upper(lower) panel assumes a luminosity of 10(100) fb−1; the yellow histogram in both cases
is the anticipated SM background. A cut of |η�| < 2.5 has been applied to both final state leptons
and the mass distribution has been smeared by δM/M = 1% to simulate the ATLAS resolution for
the electron final state.
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this were not the case. If the W 0
LW and BLW resonances occurred at two random mass values there

would be little chance of the data highlighting any unique LW features. Given our W ′ experience,

we know that there will be no issue of LW/SSM distinquishability. However, we should pay special

attention to a KK-like modified version of the SSM where a heavy copy of the photon also exists

and where the quark couplings have their signs reversed. Based on the previous W ′ analysis we

expect that this will be the case where model distinction will be most difficult. This follows by

direct analogy to what occurs in the conspiratorial W ′ toy model as well as in the TeV-scale extra

dimensional KK scenario described above§. The cross section calculation in this channel proceeds

as in the W ′ case above with only some minor modifications so we give no details here; Fig. 2

shows the results of this analysis. Here the red histogram corresponds to production of degenerate,

conventional heavy copies of the Z and γ; the same is true for the blue histogram case except now

the sign of the quark couplings are reversed in comparison to the SM. The green histogram is the

result predicted by the LW scenario under study. Unfortunately, we again see that as long as we

are able to have quarks and leptons with opposite overall signs in their otherwise SM couplings we

cannot uniquely identify the LW model; the only difference continues to arise solely in the width-

dependent interference terms and they are just too small in magnitude to make any appreciable

modification to the cross section even in this somewhat cleaner final state. Thus, it would seem

that as long as we have initial and final states which are fermions of different types, i.e., quarks

and leptons, we can always play this same game and hide the uniqueness of the LW gauge fields by

suitably adjusting the relative signs of these couplings.

The most obvious way to circumvent this issue at the LHC is to turn to a case where the

initial and final state particles are of the same type; this is exactly what happens in the QCD sector

where we can search for resonances in the dijet channel¶. Here the only two models with QCD

strength, flavor-independent spin-1 exchanges to compare are that of a heavy KK-like[8] gluon with
§It is also known[15] that degenerate Z/γ KK states and conventional Z′ excitations are distinguishable at the

LHC so we need not concern ourselves with this type of ambiguity.
¶We can also study the neutral gauge boson sector above in Bhabha scattering at a high energy e+e− collider.
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Figure 3: Dijet production at the LHC as a function of the jet pair mass at high integrated lumi-
nosities assuming a resonance mass of 1.5(3) TeV in the top(bottom) panel. A pair of cuts, |ηj | < 1
and pT > 0.3Mjj , have been applied and the distribution has been smeared by a mass resolu-
tion of δMjj/Mjj = 8% to approximately match the CMS search analysis in this mass regime[17].
The green histogram is the SM QCD LO (μ = pT ) background while the red(blue) histogram is
for a heavy KK-like copy of the SM gluon(gLW ) with SM couplings. The cyan histogram is the
corresponding result for axigluons.
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SM couplings and the present gLW scenario. There is also, of course, the axigluon model[16], but

it does not interfere with SM gluon exchange in the resonant channel when the squared matrix

element is symmetrically integrated over the jet production angles; however, we will include this

possibility for completeness as it leads to a distinctive dijet distribution. In all these cases, ggg′-

type couplings are absent, (iv) above, so that only quark and anti-quark initial states contribute

to the cross section of the resonating state. The results of these considerations are shown in Fig. 3

again taking an excitation mass of 1.5 TeV. (All calculations were performed in LO at the 2 → 2

parton level assuming a scale μ = pT .) Note that we have applied several cuts to increase the effect

of the resonance contribution as was done by the CMS collaboration in their dijet resonance search

analysis[17]. Unfortunately, though in all model cases an excess is observed in the resonant region,

there is no strong peaking evident due to the large non-resonant SM backgrounds and the effects

of the jet pair mass resolution smearing. The predictions of the three models are clearly distinct

and they all will lead so a significant deviation from ordinary QCD expectations. As expected, the

axigluon prediction differs from QCD only in the resonant region itself while the other two models

also display distinctive deviations from the SM in the behavior of the long tails at higher dijet

masses. This is best seen by comparing Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 which shows an expanded view of the

resonance region. In particular, in the LW case we see a destructive interference with the SM as

might be expected at large masses due to the opposite sign in the propagator. On the otherhand,

the heavy gluon scenario leads to constructive interference at these same masses. This pattern

persists in the case where the new state is somewhat heavier in a statistically significant way as

can be seen in the lower panel of Fig. 3.

The real difficulty with these results is that we have relied on a LO, parton-level analysis

and it is not clear how well these visible differences will persist when NLO corrections and detector

effects are included. Furthermore, the uncertainty in the PDFs is greatest at large dijet invariant

masses which leads to some uncertainty in the predictions of SM QCD‖. However it is likely that
‖In the present analysis we make use of the CTEQ6M PDFS[18].
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Figure 4: Same as the top panel of the previous figure but now with a magnified view of the
resonant region.

the qualitative result, that the LW(axigluon,KK) model prediction is below(equal to,above) the SM

background at invariant masses significantly above the resonance region, still persists. To address

these issues a more detailed analysis is clearly required. In either case it appears that the dijet

channel holds out the greatest promise for uniquely identifying the LW model.

3 Discussion and Conclusions

In this paper we have examined whether or not the exotic, negative-normed gauge states predicted

by the GOW model can be uniquely identified as such at the LHC. We have clearly demonstrated

that the exotic properties of the weakly interacting states, which are produced in the Drell-Yan

channel, could easily be faked by more conventional models, i.e., those based on flat TeV-scale

extra dimensions with differently localized quarks and leptons. The dijet channel in the case of the

analog heavy LW gluon was found to offer us a greater likelihood for distinguishing models even if

the masses of these new states are rather high as the three models we considered led to qualitatively

different behavior. To insure that this is the case requires a NLO calculation and a more serious
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analysis of detector effects.
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